The conditioning judgment call
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in worse and worse shape for several years and began to drop. Pebble Beach [Golf Links in California] began to slide down then the owners pushed a lot of money into maintenance, and two years ago it went back up to Number 2."

Despite its "craziness," Cypress Point [in Pebble Beach, Calif.] gets good numbers in conditioning "because people understand the nature of that beast," Whitten said. "We're concerned about the areas you are supposed to play. We don't care if rough is dry and brown."

Referring to Golf Digest's article "Places To Play 1994-95," Colonial Charter's Staughton said to the magazine's president: "To have someone call my golf course 'a dog track' is obviously taken as a slap in the face. My staff is taken aback, upset, and disgusted by the comments. Golf Digest has damaged my integrity and reputation...."

In its brief five-year history Colonial Charters has hosted the Myrtle Beach Open, Myrtle Beach Invitational and Carolinas Open Championship once each; Carolinas Senior Championship three times; and Carolinas Junior / Senior Championship and NCAA Big South Conference Championship four times each. "I hardly think 'a dog track' would be allowed to host the above tournaments," Staughton said.

Whitten said the one thing that concerns him is equating condition with green speed. "A lot of our panelists think if a course is well maintained one year and not the next. Most are usually consistent, or they get better. Certainly the top 10 are good consistently. The only time they get worse is because of bad weather."

Buchen said he does take a course's maintenance budget into account, and tries to talk to the superintendent and play the course with him. "He knows more about the course than anyone. I pick his brain about maintenance, membership and design objectives."

Yet, for all the dispute over rating a course's condition, architect Jeff Brauer of GoldScapes in Arlington, Texas, said: "The truth of it is, the average panelist would be subconsciously including it somewhere... Maintenance is important. But, on the other hand, when I played Royal Melbourne a year ago it wasn't in great condition, but I was able to see its qualities of greatness. You mentally factor in the [natural] conditioning of courses in Scotland or Australia.

Now Poly-S® Performance Comes In Two Unbeatable Sizes.

The traditional formulation of Scotts® exclusive Poly-S Technology has proved its effectiveness on over 5,000 golf courses in the U.S., Canada and worldwide. And now, for more demanding, fine turf applications, Poly-S Technology is also available in smaller particles for use on all turfgrasses, including low-cut fairways and tees.

The smaller particle Poly-S fertilizers provide the same extended nutrient release and improved nitrogen efficiency that has made Poly-S the fastest selling fertilizer in history. And they are available in a variety of formulations to meet different application needs.

High K Turf Fertilizer provides a high level of available potassium to enhance the hardness of the turf — in addition to initial green-up and extended residual. Nitrogen/Phosphorus/Turf Fertilizer offers a balance of nitrogen and potassium to strengthen the turf while providing quick initial green-up (without surge growth), sustained growth, and extended residual for more predictable long-term feeding.

Turf Fertilizer provides more initial green-up while supplying maintenance levels of readily available phosphorus and potassium. Turf Nitrogen offers extended nutrient release for up to 10 weeks, while supplying sufficient sulfur to help correct deficiencies and maintain adequate soil levels.

Turfcare Plus Iron includes sufficient iron in plant-available form to correct and prevent deficiencies. Super Turf Fertilizer offers the longest residual currently available from any Poly-S fertilizer — up to 12 weeks.

Of course, Poly-S fertilizers also come with a Scott Tech Rep, an agronomically trained professional who is ready to help you develop a total turfgrass program.

For more information on Poly-S fertilizers, contact your Scott Tech Rep. Call 1-800-543-0006 or fax 513-644-7679.